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Dead Flowers:

A Small Consideration on the Heroin Pandemic
BY MATTHEW K. WEILAND
In the following personal
stories, names have been changed
for the sake of discretion.
STEVEN WAS IN THE
BACK SEAT when he noticed
Amir, riding shotgun, opening
his backpack and beginning to
assemble his gear. Andy was
driving. The three, all around
22, were heading out toward
Nelson’s Ledges, getting high
on sour diesel, with no destination in mind. “Pull up over
here,” Amir told Andy.
“Dude,”
said
Andy.
“You’re not doing that right
now.”
“Duuuuude,” mimicked
Amir. “Pull up over here.”
Andy finally did so as
Amir proceeded with an air of
ritual, one which Steven had
never seen in person. Amir did
his thing—the alcohol swab,
the cook, the vein reconnaissance, the tie-off, the spike, the
injection—Steven and Andy
watching from their respective
spots, mesmerized by the flow
of motion, the concentration of
purpose.
When Amir finished up,
he lit a cigarette and Andy continued driving. “He didn’t look
any more high than we did,”
says Steven. “There was no
nodding out. He was alert. He
was funny.”
Steven says Amir was a
smart kid, a mechanic, genuine and generous. He says Amir
insisted on burying his used
needle a few feet deep in the
ground of the Ledges so no kids
would happen upon it. “It was
the first time I ever saw anyone do heroin,” says Steven. “It
didn’t seem like any big deal.”
Four days later, Amir’s
mom found her son dead on his
bed in his room, a casualty of
the Fentanyl-laced batches that
have made the rounds throughout the region this year.
THERE ARE NO FRESH
TAKES on the ‘heroin thing.’
The clinical forensics, the
cryptic obituaries of young
folks, the Facebook elegies of
death and loss, the sad stories
told of snuffed-out promise
and broken lives - They are

“Losing him!” by Jim O’Bryan

all well documented. Google
“Cuyahoga County heroin
overdoses” and the headlines
tell the tale:
“Seven dead from heroin,
fentanyl overdoses in one day
in Cuyahoga County.”
“Cuyahoga County sees
47 heroin overdose deaths in
July.”
“August is the deadliest month for heroin,
fentanyl
overdoses
in
Cuyahoga County.”
It all becomes another sort
of white noise abstraction, the
daily dose of everything that
processes and filters and is
expelled without much connection. Oh, another someone
passed? God, that’s sad—What
time’s the game?
But then one day, you
see a Facebook post from a
bartender you know, 27 turning 28, who has seen some 15
cohorts disappear from her
Harding Middle School and
Lakewood High School class
pictures. Young people in their
prime, all relatively healthy
and happening. These aren’t
Iggy Pop protégés. These are
kids with game and stride.
Her post laments the loss of so
many in a small community in
so short a time. And the post
is met with dozens of comments echoing the cry while
listing further names of neigh-

borhood friends who’ve OD’d,
a Jim Carroll-esque litany of
the people who’ve died. And
it becomes clear that nearly
everyone in this metropolitan
inner-suburb knows someone
who has lost someone to heroin or fentanyl or opioid use
and addiction. Everyone has a
sadness.
LAKEWOOD
HAS
LONG BEEN A THIRSTY
TOWN with a college campus Friday night atmosphere.
With the miracle miles of taverns stretching along Madison
and Detroit Avenues, there are
plenty of places to convene
and always a fellow quenching traveler to hoist one with.
Add to that the ancillaries of
cannabis and cocaine, maybe
the occasional mushrooms or
ecstasy—Often all it’s taken is
a phone call to create a party.
But heroin, while
not new, has taken a different
form, far from the shooting
gallery skid row film it had
in previous decades. You can
snort it? Like blow? No needles, no track marks? Hmm.
Think of Pulp Fiction, with Eric Stoltz in his
bathrobe explaining his wares
to Vincent Vega, maybe John
Travolta’s coolest role. Eric
Stoltz produces three phat
baggies of boutique, high-

grade heroin, describing them
with the same salesmanship
as a Porsche dealer. Number three grade from Mexico,
very good, $200 per gram. Number two grade from the
same region, excellent, $300
per gram. – And number one
grade - “Panda” - ultra pure
and powerful, cultivated and
culled from the mountains of
Germany, $500 per gram. It’s
smart. It’s funny. It looks and
sounds pretty cool.
Eventually, we see the
choreography of Vincent’s ritual—the blood floating up the
syringe synthesizing with the
cook then flowing back into
his veins—ultimately dissolving into the image of Vincent
driving in his convertible,
magical as the music swells
with pulsation and his Euro
hair extensions flow in the Los
Angeles night. Hardly an aversion therapy for the heroin.
JACKIE HASN’T SPOKEN TO HER OLDER SISTER
JENNY since around 2012, the
last time Jenny OD’d and the
people she was hanging with
left her at the MetroHealth
Medical Center ER and took
off.
“It’s been so awful for so
long,” says Jackie. “I haven’t
seen my niece in four years,
and my nephew is a mess.”

He was delayed as a child, she
says, speculating that it’s likely
due to his Jenny’s methadone
addiction at his birth.
Jackie says her sister has been using opiates
for about 14 years, seesawing
between heroin addiction and
methadone treatment, though
she qualifies that Jenny was
blowing lines and popping
pills to augment her alcohol
use long before that. “She’s
been in trouble since she was
eleven,” says Jackie. When
the Lakewood Police Department’s Drug Task Force busted
Jenny for possession with
intent to distribute and child
endangerment a couple years
back, she ended up doing six
months in county.
Jackie’s family formally
learned of Jenny’s latest phase
of use when Jenny was living next door to the sisters’
grandmother. One day, Jenny’s
boyfriend, a heroin user himself, called to say Jenny needed
help. He’d found bloody blankets strewn about the upstairs
of their Clifton double, the
result of Jenny missing veins
and bleeding everywhere. Jenny’s son had just been born.
That was in 2010, when Jackie
called social services on her sister. The relationship has been
pretty much asunder since.
“She hit my grandma and
stole five hundred dollars,” says
Jackie. “My grandmother had
dropped her off at a gas station
and my sister walked around
to the driver’s side as though
she was going to hug her goodbye. Instead, she punched my
grandma and stole her purse,
knowing that her Social Security check had come.
“It sucks. And she blames
us. It’s all our fault. She uses
because of my parents’ divorce.
She uses because of my stepdad. She uses because we don’t
understand. She uses because
we got her in trouble.” Jackie
shrugs with resignation, any
sign of sadness long subsided.
“Do I think that it is a disease? Yes. Do I think that it is
a choice? Yes. It’s a choice to
start using drugs. And whether
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Letter to
the Editor:
Cleveland
Tommy

Sugar
Cookies
Made
Simple

BY THOMAS JASANY

The Perfect X-mas Gift
for the Person You
Forgot About

Hello, I’m so happy to promote
the city I have been living in and loving for 62 years! I’ve seen the good the
bad and the ugly, and today the good
keeps getting better. When I started
driving a Yellow Cab in 1995 from 9am
to 9pm, I acquired my Ph. D. in Street
Life. I also have a Masters Degree in
Education and taught 5 years in Cleveland schools.
After driving around for 15 years
I became the city hence the name
Cleveland Tommy. Drive around for
12 hours a day for years and you learn
a few things. Say hello to the local
genius and ask advice for whatever
turns on your ignition. My motto:
Whatever it takes to satisfy you! Working nights can get you in trouble.
I have evolved into the number
one promoter of Cleveland. What I
enjoy most is giving more than two
hour tours and showing off my city. I
have a highly entertaining and informative website, complete with 15
pages of pictures, videos, music and
links, all related to Cleveland. I give
over 100 businesses free advertising.
If it’s free the reviews and recommendations are REAL.
I am a comedian and story teller.
A ride with me is priceless especially if
you are new to Cleveland.
I love Cleveland with my heart
and soul and the friendly people that
live here. I am claiming the top spot
for loving this city. I believe giving
everybody free advertising proves my
love for Cleveland.
Maybe in the future I’ll share some
stories. But in the meantime I wish you
success with your paper. I love the
name Observer! Life is an adventure
or it is nothing. Good Luck with yours!
THOMAS J. JASANY M. ED. PH. D.
STREET LIFE
AKA CLEVELAND TOMMY

St. James Anglican
Catholic Church

1861 East 55th St.
at Payne Ave. in Cleveland
Sat., Dec. 24, 10:30pm - Vigil of the Nativity
Sun.,Dec. 25 - 9:00am - Nativity of Our Lord
Please consult our website for additional
information and services.

www.saintjamescleveland.com
216-431-3252

BY BRUCE GROSSMAN
Homemade cookies do taste a lot
better, and they are really, really easy
to make. But you might be intimidated
if you read a trendy new cook book
that makes things too complicated. I
guess they think if the recipes are too
simple, no one will shell out money
to buy a book. But remember, cookie
baking is so easy that it used to be the
work of the children of the household.
So take off your French chef’s hat, and
put on (if only mentally) a gingham
work dress. You certainly don’t need
an electric mixer, just a somewhat big
bowl and a heavy tablespoon will do
the trick nicely.
INGREDIENTS:
2 3/4 C. FLOUR
1 TSP. BAKING SODA
1/2 TSP. BAKING POWDER
* * *
1 c. (8 0Z.) SOFT BUTTER
1 1/2 CUP WHITE SUGAR
*
*
*
1 EGG
1 TSP. VANILLA EXTRACT
Mix together your flour, baking
soda, and baking powder. In a separate bowl, work the butter and sugar
together thoroughly with the back
of a heavy tablespoon. Then add a
well beaten egg and vanilla to the
butter/sugar blend and again mix
thoroughly. Finally, add your flour/
baking soda/baking powder blend to
the bowl, and again, mix thoroughly.
Presto Chango! You now have dough!
Preheat your oven to 375 degrees.
Drop rounded teaspoons of dough
onto an ungreased cookie sheet
leaving room for the dough balls to
spread. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes. The
cookie edges should be just slightly
brown, and the cookie center a bit
soft. Remember the cookies continue
baking and drying in their own heat
even when taken out of the oven.
Use a wire cooling rack if you have
one. If they turn out gummy, just tell
your friends that you like your cookies chewy. If they come out dry, just
tell your friends you like your cookies
crispy. That’s what professional chefs
do.

Mr. Grossman has been a
professional cook for nearly
twenty years, the fool.

Coming Soon

Observer Contributor Meetings
Writers, Artists And Photographers In The Neighborhood,
WE WANT YOU!
BY ERIKA JAENKE
If you are interested in writing
for the Ohio City/Tremont Observer,
but not sure where to start, please
plan on attending one of our monthly
meetings. Meetings will be informal
and held at various coffee shops in
the Ohio City and Tremont neighborhoods.
Our editors and board members
will be available to help get you reg-

istered on our website, will help you
solidify ideas for articles, and anything
else you may need to be a part of our
writing community.
The first meeting will be held on
Thursday, January 5th from 6:00pm7:30pm at the Phoenix Coffee in Ohio
City on Bridge Ave. You can come and
go as you please, or stay the whole
time.

Published monthly with a current circulation of 7,000+ copies. The paper is made available free of charge and can be found at over 100 business locations within the communities of Ohio City and Tremont, and on our website. The views and opinions expressed in
this publication do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the publisher and staff.
Copyright 2016 • The Ohio City | Tremont Observer, Inc. All rights reserved. Any reproduction is forbidden without written permission.
The mission of the Observer is to attract, articulate, and amplify civic
intelligence and community good will in the city of Cleveland and beyond.

Become an Observer!
As a product of citizen journalism, The Ohio City | Tremont Observer is looking for people, ages
3-100, to get involved in the paper and the city. We are looking for volunteer writers, photographers, designers, and illustrators to help with the production of the paper. It does not matter if
you are a professional or amateur, our editorial staff will be glad to help you through the process.
Register to our website Member Center where you can submit stories, press releases, letters to the
editor, photos. No need to register to post online calendar or classified ads.

Upcoming Submission Deadline
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December 31, 2016
January 31, 2017

January 5, 2016
February 5, 2017
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A Vintage Ad from California, where most hip things come from, courtesy of “Quirky Berkeley”

The Great Bread Panic of 2016
BY BRUCE GROSSMAN
One of the nice things about living in Ohio City, in the Major League
City of Cleveland, is that you really
do feel like you are a part of things,
that you are a part of history, even if
that part of history is “global gentrification.” This is in contrast to my
hometown of Steubenville, where
you had the humble but very stressfree relaxed experience that you were
nobody living nowhere. I would say
that I had a better time watching
Church League softball with a few
friends at Bellevue Park than living
the late World Series dream.
Nowadays Steubenville is no
more, the stock of “CLE” is on the
rise, and I’m happy to be here, especially in Ohio City, where I have a
third base seat on the new scene and
its new players, the achievement oriented young professionals.
I hope they are having a good
inf luence on me and others, and
more than just wealth is trickling
down. You can especially notice the
new era by shopping at the newly
reinvented Dave’s Supermarket,
which is looking more and more like
a Whole Foods than a vintage A &
P. Gone is my favorite brand of reliable commodities, “Valu Time” (sic),
but now, for example, I have a much
healthier option of potato and other
chips: sweet potato chips, sweet pea
chips, multi-grain chips, black bean
chips, veggie chips, sea salt chips...
the list goes on. And I can still get
my reliable commodities at Family Dollar, including “Family Dollar
Gourmet.” (sic)
I also notice that I can now
choose from many different brands
of almond milk, lactose-free milk,
and cultured yogurts. That makes me
wonder if I haven’t missed something
on the milk front, whether the young
gentry know something I don’t know,
and if I should be buying regular
milk at all. I’ve already experienced
this in regards to bread, and have to
admit that I am not immune to peer
pressure.
It used to be that the educated
public could laugh at food trends as

just the imaginings of the eccentric
but likable health kooks. For example, the Carlton Fredericks “Cook
Book for Good Nutrition” (1960)
opens by directing the reader to go
to the health food store to stock up
on M.S.G., saccharine, and margarine (salt substitute, sugar substitute,
and butter substitute). But these days
the food cranks seem to know more
what they’re talking about, and I try
to keep an open mind. I now avoid
high fructose corn syrup like the
plague, and no longer use soy sauce
on a daily basis, but despite the Paleo
Diet fad and the real concern about
gluten and celiac disease, I continue
to eat bread.
A search of Wikipedia revealed
that the anti-gluten diet was first popularized by now disgraced athlete,
Lance Armstrong, who credited that
to racing success. We now know better. And it struck me as strange since
in the seventies athletes were practicing “carb-packing” before feats of
endurance. Likewise the Paleo Diet
seems just like the Atkins’ Diet on steroids. So I remain skeptical.
I still believe in the food pyramid, because if one looks around
the world and throughout history,
humanity has f lourished on wheat,
barley, corn, millet, and other grains,
supplemented with vegetables and
meat on occasion. Additionally, what
aroma is better than fresh baked bread
from one of the artisan bakers at the
West Side Market? I remembered the
hippies and the halcyon seventies and
best-sellers like “The Tassajara Bread
Book” and “James Beard on Bread.”
Have I simply become nostalgic?
I decided to check on whatever
happened to the Seitan loaf, that
once pure seventies vegan concoction
made primarily from deadly gluten,
and a staple of the hippie vegetarian
holiday table. Seitan, like Sriracha, is
an American creation from California, although it sounds Japanese. It
is pronounced either SAY-tan or sayTAN.
The dictionary doesn’t know
how “Seitan” was derived, but it is

on the menu of Melt Bar and Grilled
if you haven’t tried it, and is quite
good. Deep research on Pinterest
reveals Seitan is still alive and well,
but still may require a visit to the
“health food store” to acquire “vital
wheat gluten,” the main ingredient,
or nutritional yeast or Bragg’s Liquid
Aminos for “meaty” f lavoring. If you
can make bread, you can make Seitan, which likewise requires a bit of
kneading. I have posted two recipes
on my Pinterest site, 3ofaperfectpair, for your convenience. One is a
stuffed version for the holidays, and
the other, from yeahthatveganshit.

blogspot.com (April 9, 2007) seems
to have a Cleveland origin, and was a
viral sensation before CLE was cool.
So I continue to eat bread, but
am more careful about it, especially
since for the boomer population diabetes has reached epic proportions.
Mostly I eat Trader Joe bread because
it seems like “real food” and that
brand is acceptable to guests who
may be “wholier” than me. Also I
found that their gluten free muffins
are really good. Finally, CLE has a
new gluten-free bakery called Bouche
on Detroit road near W117th Street,
and you can count me in...willingly.

4125 LORAIN AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44113
216.202.1386

www.platformbeerco.com
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Why We Still Use the Electoral College
BY JOLIE HIGAZI
Is the electoral college still relevant?
It seems that in no previous election has the electoral college been
the source of as much contention and
debate as during the 2016 presidential
election. At this point, most people
are well aware that Donald Trump won
the presidency, but that his opponent,
Hillary Clinton, won the popular vote.
Many people have been asking how
this could happen and why we still follow an electoral college system when
it can grant the presidency to someone who actually earned less votes
than the other candidate.
The electoral college is a process
by which each state is allotted a specific number of electors who place
their votes for the presidency after
the General Election. The system was
originally conceived in 1787 by the
creators of the Constitution, although
many people may be surprised to
learn that the phrase “electoral college” does not actually appear in
the text of the Constitution. Rather,
it states, “Each State shall appoint,
in such Manner as the Legislature
thereof may direct, a Number of Electors….The Electors shall meet in their
respective states, and vote by ballot
for President and Vice-President.”
What this means is that on voting
day, voters are not in fact voting for a
president, but rather placing a vote for
an elector who is appointed to vote
for their designated party candidate.
It is not unheard of for the electoral college system as a whole to be
brought into question after the winner
of the electoral college differs from the
winner of the popular vote, according
to Nolan McCarty, PhD, who is Chair
of the Department of Politics at Princeton University. In the 2000 presidential
election between Al Gore and George
W. Bush, the outcome of the popular
vote also differed from the outcome
of the electoral college, granting Bush
the presidency. However, Dr. McCarty
said, the electoral college itself was not
as debated after that election because
there were controversies about potential
voter fraud in Florida, where Jeb Bush,
the eventual elected president’s brother,
was governor.
“I’d say this is the one clean example where the issue really is about solely
the electoral college and what role it
plays,” Dr. McCarty said. “In the others, there were some other issues that
kind of muddled that discussion.”
Before the 2000 and 2016 presidential elections, a discrepancy
between the popular vote and electoral college outcomes had not
occurred for over a century. Still, the
2016 election is the fifth time the
electoral college and popular vote differed for a presidential election:
In 2000, George W. Bush (R) lost
the popular vote but was elected over
Al Gore (D).
In 1888, Benjamin Harrison (R) lost
the popular vote but was elected over
Grover Cleveland (D).

In 1876, Rutherford Hayes (R) lost
the popular vote but was elected over
Samuel Tilden (D).
In 1824, John Quincy Adams lost
the popular vote but was elected
over Andrew Jackson (Republican
and Democratic parties were not yet
solidified at this point, however, Jackson was years later referred to as the
Founder of the Democratic party.)
Ironically, each time in which the
popular vote has differed from the
electoral college result (not necessarily
including the 1824 election where parties weren’t clearly defined as they are
now), the Republican party has been the
party to benefit from the discrepancies
in electoral and popular votes.
The electoral college was originally
created to ensure that the most popular
states could not dominate the presidential office by using their voting power,
Dr. McCarty said. This was also during a time when states were divided
in that some had large populations of
slaves while others did not. Today, the
electoral college has an impact by having smaller states such as Rhode Island,
Delaware, or Wyoming to get somewhat
overrepresented.
“That runs completely at odds with
our modern conception of ‘one person, one vote,’” he said. “The idea that
majority should rule, and if the majority backs one candidate, that candidate
should win and govern—that’s a fairly
modern conception of how the politics
in the United States should work.”
Simply having the numerical
majority is not sufficient to dominate
politics in the United States, he added,
but the system also prevents presidential candidates from focusing
primarily on the most populated areas
in the country.
“To the extent to which you don’t
want candidates to simply maximize
the number of core supporters who
turnout and you want them to actually compete across the country
–the
electoral college can provide incentives for them to do that,” he said.
Also as a result of the electoral
college, some states get very little
attention during elections. “I understand why people in certain parts of
the country feel somewhat put off by
[that] fact…but the reason is because
those states tend to be ones in which
the parties already support their interests,” Dr. McCarty explained.
Perhaps the most quickly proposed alternative system to an
electoral college would be a national
popular vote. However, that process
would also require national voting
regulations, which we currently lack,
to ensure that all states are voting and
counting in the same way. Currently,
the election system is basically at the
state level.
It is also a lot easier to feel like an
alternative is needed if you’re a Democrat, said Joseph White, PhD, who
is Professor of Political Science and
Director of the Center for Policy Studies at Case Western University.

“In principle, it’s hard to justify the
electoral college. I would rather have
a different system. I don’t think there’s
a good theoretical argument for the
[it],” he said.
In terms of alternative systems,
Dr. McCarty referenced an idea called
Fair Vote, which would require there
to be more than two candidates so
that they can be ranked instead of
simply one being chosen. “[That system] gives people the incentive to
be the second place candidate of the
three, and that can lead to more broad
campaigning to be the second place
choice,” he said, adding that he is not
an advocate of such a plan because
the current political system does not
lend itself well to having numerous
candidate parties. “Given the system
we have of ‘winner take all,’ it’s hard
to generate long sustained interest in
a third party because there’s what we
call the wasted vote phenomenon.”
In his view, a third-party vote is
wasted in the sense that it passes up
an opportunity to influence the election in a meaningful way, “not wasted
in the sense that you can express your
views. But since neither [Gary Johnson
or Jill Stein] had much of a chance of
winning any state at all…they end up
being spoilers more than competitive
parties,” he said.
He adds that in order for more
than two candidates to have a chance
at being sustained in the long run, the
system would have to undergo drastic
changes.
Dr. White likens the third-party
vote to abstaining, but making a statement while doing so. “If you want to
change the world,” he said, “it makes a
lot more sense to go out and capture
one of the two parties, which is what
just happened.”
December 19
Technically speaking, Trump
will not be elected president until
December 19, when the 538 electors
will place their votes for president. In
the last several weeks, petitions have
been circulating online and via social
media to encourage electors to vote
for Clinton instead of Trump, for reasons including that Clinton won the
popular vote. One such petition has
over 4.7 million signatures, though it

is worth noting that the petition is not
limited to only registered voters.
“They’re not really trying to win
the popular vote as much as they
would otherwise, and so we can’t
really judge from the popular vote
when they campaigned to win the
electoral college. What would have
happened if they campaigned to win
the popular vote?” Dr. White asked.
“The candidates knew the system, and campaigned accordingly,”
Dr. McCarty agreed, adding that they
would have campaigned differently
if the election was to be decided by
the popular vote. For example, he said
Clinton would probably campaign
more in California and New York and
spend less time in rural Pennsylvania
and Ohio while Trump would probably have focused more attention to
big southern cities like Dallas, Atlanta,
and Houston.
But the petition is accurate in that
electors are not bound to vote for
their designated party.
“There’s nothing in the Constitution that specifies that electors have
to vote the way their voters voted,” Dr.
McCarty explained.
In history, there are numerous
examples where electors decided to
vote for someone other than the person they were elected to support, he
explained, saying they normally wrote
in the name of a third party candidate
or famous person, not usually the
opposing candidate.
“The main reason why it’s rare
is not because necessarily there are
strong norms against it; it’s that the
parties themselves nominate the electors. You don’t get to be an elector
unless you’re a pretty loyal partisan,”
he explained. “This race is a little different because for reasons I don’t
quite understand, the parties didn’t
do a good enough job of vetting their
electors.”
Still, there are some state laws
against electors voting contrary to how
they were intended. However, those
state laws have never thoroughly been
tested, Dr. McCarty explained, and
with a strict reading of the Constitution, it may be found that those laws are

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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A Rose is a Rose is a Rose
The Biomorphic Surrealism of Arabella Proffer
BY BRUCE GROSSMAN
I hate art critics. Well, at least a
lot of them. They’re like the rude person who spoils the movie by telling
you what’s going to happen next. Or
worse.
When I was a kid, I used to really
love the paintings of Georgia O’Keeffe.
I loved those big colorful flowers that
just filled me with joy and energy. And
then I had the misfortune to read that
those “flowers” weren’t really flowers,
but stylized female genitalia.
Or the art teacher who asked, “...
can’t you just see the madness in Van
Gogh’s brush strokes?”
Now I realize that those teachers
were dead wrong, and that a work of
art stands in itself in all it’s zen thusness and nothing else. Mona Lisa’s
smile is Mona Lisa’s smile is Mona
Lisa’s smile, and how it makes you feel
is all that really counts.
Which leads me to the new art of
Cleveland artist Arabella Proffer, now
on exhibit at the Hedge Gallery satellite (78th Street Studios) 1300 78th

St., through December 23. There is a
compelling backstory to this art, but
I’m afraid the backstory may distract
from an appreciation how truly beautiful these paintings are by creating a
distorting filter over direct perception.
The backstory is simply this, that
Ms. Proffer was successfully treated
by surgery for a precancerous condition of the ovaries and these paintings
are an unconscious projection of her
inner biology at this time. But as Magritte famously noted, a painting of a
pipe is not a pipe, so be not afraid. Her
biomorphic dreamscapes have more
in common with the surrealism of Yves
Tanguy than the “performance art” of
Annie Sprinkle. I myself find them colorful, playful, and inspiring. But don’t
let me influence you except to pay a
visit to her webstore this holiday at
arabellaproffer.com/shop.
Besides
prints, her artwork is also available
on coffee mugs, throw pillows, wall
clocks and iphone skins, and how surreal is that!

“Living Dead” 20x20 inches, courtesy of Arabella Proffer

Visit www.arabellaproffer.com for more information.

“Inkhom” 20x20 inches, oil on linen, courtesty of Arabella Proffer

STANDS 80 & 82
at the West Side Market
Custom Imprinted Apparel
Corporate Logowear
Spiritwear

New Hours: MON-FRI 5P-2A • SAT 12P-2A • SUN 12P-2A

1404 W.29th St. Cleveland, Oh • 216.206.7699 • JUKEBOXCLE.COM

“Lipid Lion” 12x12 inches oil on panel, courtesty of Arabella Proffer
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Concerns in t he Communi t y

Heroin Pandemic
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
or not you get addicted, it’s hit or miss.”
THIS APPETITE FOR THE
POPPY DRUG is hardly new. A recent
New Yorker review on a biography of
Thomas DeQuincy, author of “Confessions of an English Opium Eater,”
published in 1821, notes the tenor
of the times when it came to pain
abatement, palliative comfort, and
recreational bliss. “England was ‘marinated in opium,’ which was taken for
everything from upset stomachs to
sore heads. It was swallowed in the
form of pills or dissolved in alcohol to
make laudanum…English doctors prescribed it with abandon. The drug was
given to women for menstrual discomfort and to children for the hiccups. All
the while, its glamour was growing: it
was ancient, shamanic, a supernatural tether to otherworldly visions. You
could find reference to it in Homer and
Virgil, Chaucer and Shakespeare.”
The beat writer William S. Burroughs wrote about his own first-hand
experience in his book, “Junky”: “The
question is frequently asked: Why does
a man become a drug addict?
“The answer is that he usually does
not intend to become an addict. You
don’t wake up one morning and decide
to be a drug addict. It takes at least
three months’ shooting twice a day
to get any habit at all. And you don’t
really know what junk sickness is until
you have had several habits. It took me
almost six months to get my first habit,
and then the withdrawal symptoms
were mild. I think it no exaggeration
to say it takes about a year and several

“Almost Home” by Jim O’Bryan

hundred injections to make an addict.
“The questions, of course, could
be asked: Why did you ever try narcotics? Why did you continue using it
long enough to become an addict? You
become a narcotics addict because you do
not have strong motivations in the other
direction. Junk wins by default. I tried it
as a matter of curiosity. I drifted along
taking shots when I could score. I ended
up hooked. Most addicts I have talked to
report a similar experience. They did not
start using drugs for any reason they can
remember. They just drifted along until
they got hooked. If you have never been
addicted, you can have no clear idea what
it means to need junk with the addict’s
special need. You don’t decide to be an
addict. One morning you wake up sick
and you’re an addict.”
In the Bob Weir documentary,
“The Other One,” the Grateful Dead
guitarist recalls Jerry Garcia’s heroin
use and addiction and the allure it had
on the iconic musician. “Jerry once
told me that heroin takes all your troubles, all your concerns, all your worries
and ties them all neatly together in one
little package. – Where’s my next hit?”
STEPHANIE AND LUKE WERE
IN LOVE. At ages 38 and 34 respectively, they moved in together after
three months, inking matching tattoos
and finishing each other’s sentences.
They partied a little bit together, smoking pot, some blow now and then, some
X. But no opioids.
Then, right after they moved
in, Luke injured himself at work as a
roofer, and started taking percocets for

the back pain.
“Then one day,” says Stephanie,
“a week after moving in together, Luke
went MIA and his mom and I went
looking for him in our usual haunts.
When we got back home, we found him
lying in the dining room, unconscious.
He was sweating so bad, he left sweat
stains on the hardwood floor.”
When they revived him, he was
pissed off, lashing out, saying they were
blowing things out of proportion.
For about a month thereafter and
up through the holidays, everything
was cool. Then, following the first
of the year, Stephanie noticed Luke’s
moods start to pendulum considerably.
“He always seemed to be itching for a
battle over trivial things,” she says.
Luke then had another accident at
work, trying to catch a table SawsAll
(sic) as it fumbled out of his hand, slicing off his little finger. “His mood after
that just plummeted.”
A week or two later, they decided
to have a date night together, an effort
to rekindle their initial rapport. “Then,
out of nowhere, he needed to use my
car,” says Stephanie. “He said he had to
go down to Tremont to pick up a friend
(who lived in Tremont) to take him to
work—which was in Tremont.” Red
flags went up for Stephanie. Nevertheless, she gave him the keys.
True to his word, Luke did return
in 20 minutes. The two sat on the sofa,
he rolling a joint, both still ready to go
out, all dressed up for date night.
Then, he nodded off.
Stephanie video recorded him on
the nod, her yelling at him to wake up.
An intervention of sorts so she could
show him how he was. To no avail.
A week after that, Stephanie awoke
at three in the morning and found Luke
dead on the living room floor, blood
and vomit seeping from his mouth.
Having had nursing training, she
applied CPR while calling 911. Four
cans of Narcan later, Luke was pronounced dead at Lakewood Hospital.
There were no needles, no spike marks,
no way to determine the specifics in
Luke’s death. The autopsy eventually
showed Fentanyl in his system with
trace amounts of cocaine.
That was nearly two years ago,
January 31, 2014. It was the day after
her son‘s eleventh birthday and the
party they had for him at Dave and
Buster’s. As a result of Luke’s overdose
and death, and the trace drugs found in
the home, Stephanie lost custody of her
son. She also lost the house in which
they were living and eventually her
job. “I lost my entire life over someone
else’s bad decision,” she says. “And all I
was left with were all the doubts about
what could I have done to save him, to
avoid all this. Should I have not have
loved him? The residue ruins those left
behind.”
The video of him nodding out is
the last photo Stephanie has of Luke.
STILL, YOU HAVEN’T BEEN
TOUCHED by the scourge. Not personally. No one you know is addicted,
much less has overdosed. Some peripheral families from the old parish days,
maybe. But you’ve pretty much been
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buffered.
Then one day, you’re sitting at
the Parkview and a guy in a Carhartt
jacket and knit hat is sitting a couple
seats down. You start chatting about
nothing over happy hour shots. You
find out about his gig, a contractor and
windows installer who has succeeded
well in his own business. He’s made it
through various tough times. He and
his wife live in Lakewood now.
At some point he references working with his son. His voice quiets a bit
when speaking about him. You don’t
press on anything, but actively listen,
bear witness. His son was his partner
in the business. Was learning the trade.
Was doing really well, all set to be the
heir apparent. Was married. 30 years old.
Was.
Died of an overdose.
The guy–this dad–looks past you
as he speaks, over your shoulder and
out the window behind you. He doesn’t
know you, though for some reason you
are an itinerant afternoon confidant. It
feels like a story he rarely tells, if ever,
yet as the afternoon sun dapples in, he
continues talking, his voice nearing a
whisper at times, telling about what a
wonderful kid, what bond they were
developing, his voice descending lower
into the swamp of sadness he has been
hip-deep in ever since. No mawkish
or maudlin; simple Raymond Carver
sentences. He had a son. Who had a
problem. His son overdosed. He died.
We were just growing close.
You see this guy occasionally
thereafter, and you say, Hi. You try to
pay tribute to that hour spent, the conversation shared. But there’s a distance.
He’s not looking to relive it. Not looking for any further bonding. And you
respect that. It’s his. Don’t trample on
it with whatever you might be feeling,
or wondering, or considering. It’s not
yours to consider, not yours to feel. You
are “Hi-Bye” friends. Acknowledgements. Awareness. Neighborliness. But
that’s it. Good fences, after all, make
good neighbors.
Yet, you still feel the loss whenever
you see him down the bar.
And you realize. You do indeed
know someone. And this heroin thing,
it has touched you, too.
Portions of this story in appeared
in “Pressure” magazine” the author
sent this full version into the Observer
offices. Check out Pressure magazine.
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Ca l enda r
DECEMBER 11

Derwood Bowen: Live in Store
Performance by Musical Comedy
Great
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM at Weird Realms
See Derwood Bowen perform live
in Weird Realms.
http://www.derwoodbowen.com

DECEMBER 13

Weird Science!
8:00 PM - 11:45 PM at 78th St. Studios
Grand Guignol horror, mad scientists & human guinea pigs, plus
Peter Lorre’s freakiest performance and David Cronenberg’s
most bonkers film. The screenings
will take place on the 2nd floor of
78th Street Studios next to Bent
Crayon. The event is free, BYOB
and open to everyone. Free pizza!
Directed by David Cronenberg
92 minutes

DECEMBER 14

Community Meeting: Project 29
Partners
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM at Franklin Circle Christian Church
Please join us for a community
meeting on Wednesday, December 14th at 6:30pm to discuss a
proposed major mixed-use development on Detroit Avenue between
West 28th and West 29th Streets.
The meeting will take place at
Franklin Circle Christian Church
(1688 Fulton Road), and will include
an overview of the potential project by developers followed by an
opportunity for neighborhood resident and stakeholder feedback.

DECEMBER 15

Meet the Artists: Canopy’s Holiday
Shopping Event
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM at Canopy
Please join us to celebrate the sea-

Electoral College
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
unconstitutional. Still, penalties would
not prohibit it from occurring.
Some electors have come forward
in advance saying they will not place
their vote for Trump, however, the
margin for any real effect would be at
least 37 electors, which would deny the
President-elect the majority of votes
(270 are needed).
Even if, hypothetically, enough
electors refused to vote for Trump,
the vote would then go to the House
of Representatives, which is currently
controlled by Republicans.
“It would be absurd if the House
of Representatives elected the president, although it did happen last
season on [the TV show] Veep!” Dr.
McCarty explained. “Nothing really
can happen on December 19 that will

change the fact that Trump will be
President, but there perhaps will be
a larger number of symbolic what we
call faithless electors.”
Dr. White also reiterated the fact
that the electors in the electoral college are free to vote however they like.
“If 35 or 40 electors decided to
push their votes to Hillary, they could
go ahead and do it. And an asteroid
could hit the White House, too,” he
laughed. “Let’s just say that the odds
are much, much, much, much, much
higher against that than the Cavs
coming back from a 3-1 deficit against
the Warriors. It’s not even in the same
spectrum. It’s in the asteroid-hittingthe-White-House realm.”
While it is theoretically possible,
he continued, it’s hard to imagine
what Trump would have to do for
that to occur. “If Republicans really

son and support local arts and
artists!
Many of Canopy’s 80+ vendors will
be in attendance throughout the
evening, so you might be able to
meet the person who made the gift
you want to buy!
We will be open **LATE** for you to
get some of your holiday shopping
finished.

DECEMBER 17

Re: Collection’s Holiday Vintage
Shopping Event
11:00 AM - 6:00 PM at Canopy
Shop vintage clothing, shoes, and
accessories from a variety of local
vendors.

DECEMBER 19

Arts Renaissance Cleveland Presents: Burning River Brass
7:00 PM at Pilgrim Church
See www.artconcerts.com for
more information. Admission by
freewill donation.

DECEMBER 23

All I Want for Christmas is a Steve
Buscemi
7:00 PM - 11:00PM at 3204 Studios
Your one stop shop for any and all
things Steve Buscemi.

RECURRING/MULTIPLE DATES

Arts Renaissance Cleveland Presents: Burning River Brass
7:00 PM at Pilgrim Church
See www.artconcerts.com for
more information.

Yoga in the Gallery
9:00 AM on Sundays and 7:30 PM
on Wednesdays at Canopy
Basic flow, suitable for all levels. Bring your own mats, blocks,
blankets. $10 suggested drop
in donation. Taught by Lynn
Rodemann (Sundays) and Gina
Matteucci (Wednesdays)

Re: Collection’s Holiday Vintage
Shopping Event
11:00 AM - 4:00 PM at Canopy
Shop vintage clothing, shoes, and
accessories from a variety of local
vendors.

Cleveland Bazaar
10:00 PM - 8:00 PM Dec. 10th and
10:00 PM - 6:00 PM Dec. 11th at
78th St. Studios.
A variety of local vendors come
together.

didn’t like him suddenly, then they’d
just probably elect him anyway and
then impeach him so they’ve got
Mike Pence,” he said, since if you’re a
Republican, that would be a lot better
than getting Hillary Clinton.
Dr. McCarty acknowledges that
this election marked a turning point
in American politics in multiple ways,
but does not see it as a turning point
in terms of whether or not the country will continue to have the electoral
college. Changing the electoral college
would require changing the Constitution, which necessitates ¾ of the states
to agree. However, smaller states, in a
sense, feel as if they benefit from the electoral college because their votes don’t get
drowned out by states like California,
New York, and Texas, he explained.
“There will be a little more press
attention on the 19th than there normally is. Eight [faithless electors]
would be pretty striking. And it would
be something people should take note
of and recognize that it’s unusual and
that there’s something wrong in the
country when this happens.”
Dr. White also echoed some concerns over the general state of society
and politics today.
“I think when you have a country
which is as polarized as ours is, even if
the right side wins with a 1% victory
in the popular vote, that’s an awfully
large difference in public policy as a
result. That makes me nervous that
small margins can lead to huge differ-

ences in public policy,” he said.
Still, the very existence of the
Constitution was supposed to be a
solution to that by making it hard to
get things done, he continued. Checks
and balances aren’t working quite as
well as they once did, but at the same
time, most people hate the checks
and balances, calling it gridlock.
“If you want more modest change,
you have proportional representation and you get five or six parties and
they bargain to create a government so
there’s not the kind of major swings
back and forth,” he said.
Relative to what it was originally
supposed to do, he states there is no
legitimate rationalization for the electoral college.
“It’s sort of hard to come up with
a principled argument as to why [the
electoral college is] a good idea as
opposed to having the person who
got the most votes win,” Dr. White
said. “It’s not that it’s undemocratic;
it’s that it’s unrepresentative.”
Aside from the difficulty in getting the small states to agree to
change the Constitution, it also isn’t
something that whichever party won
the election would want to change,
especially if it’s a situation where as
Dr. White says, “the wrong side wins.”
“Basically, we are stuck with a
230-year-old idea that wasn’t a very
good idea to begin with,” he concluded. “And we’re stuck with it.”

DECEMBER 18
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Cleveland Institute of Art
Creativity Matters

Without
Tri-C®,
I wouldn’t
be where
I am today.

Creative holiday gifts
from CIA
Give your cinephile friend
movie passes to the Cleveland
Institute of Art Cinematheque,
one of the best repertory
film programs in the country,
according to the New York
Times.

Or help someone on your list
invest in their own creativity
with an evening or Saturday
continuing education art
class—from ceramics and
glassblowing to life drawing
and oil painting—there’s
something for everyone!
Cleveland Institute of Art
Cinematheque
216.421.7450
cia.edu/cinematheque
Continuing Education classes
216.421.7460
cia.edu/continuinged

Valencia Collins enrolled at Tri-C to earn a nursing
degree, and today she has a job doing what she loves.

When Valencia came to Cuyahoga Community College (Tri-C), her life changed.
She capitalized on the financial, professional and personal support the College
offered, and Tri-C became the foundation of the professional she is today.
Are you ready to start your new career?

tri-c.edu
216-987-6000
Metropolitan Campus
2900 Community College Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio | 44115
16-3368

Visit our newly opened retail shop at

4201 Detroit Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44113
216.600.5652

open daily 6:30am - 12:00pm

SERVING FRESHLY BAKED BAGELS
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK AT LOCATIONS
IN AND AROUND THE CITY

VOTED BEST BAGEL
BY CLEVELAND MAGAZINE
AND CLEVELAND SCENE
WWW.CLEBAGELCO.COM
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